Abstract-We present a new framework for data hiding in images printed with clustered dot halftones. Our application scenario, like other hardcopy embedding methods, encounters fundamental challenges due to extreme bilevel quantization inherent in halftoning, the stringent requirements of image fidelity, and other unavoidable printing and scanning distortions. To overcome these challenges, while still allowing for automated extraction of the embedded data and a high embedding capacity, we propose a number of innovations. First, we perform the embedding jointly with the halftoning by employing an analytical halftone threshold function that allows steering of the halftone spot orientation within each halftone cell based upon embedded data. In this process, image fidelity is emphasized and, if necessary, the capability to recover individual data values is sacrificed resulting in unavoidable erasures and errors. To overcome these and other sources of errors, we propose a suitable data detection and error control methodology based upon a statistical representation for the print-scan channel that effectively models the channel dependence upon the cover image gray-level. To combat the geometric distortion inherent in the print-scan process, we exploit the periodic halftone structure to recover from global scaling and rotation and propose a novel decision directed synchronization technique that counters locally varying printing distortion. Experimental results demonstrate the power of the proposed framework: we achieve high operational rates while preserving halftone image quality.
meta-data embedding, tracking/inventory control, and entertainment/novelty imaging are examples of applications for which hardcopy data embedding is currently employed. Methods for embedding data in hardcopy prints can be categorized as data encoding or data hiding approaches. For methods in the former category, data is embedded in a region that is solely dedicated to the objective of conveying the message and the visual appearance of the encoded region is only of secondary concern. One and 2-D barcodes [3] [4] [5] and DataGlyphs [6] , [7] are the predominant representatives of techniques in this class. Data hiding methods, on the other hand, carry the information in a manner that minimally disrupts the primary content included in the print. Various instantiations of print data hiding techniques have also been proposed [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . The choice between encoding and hiding methods as well as the type of information embedded and method employed for extraction, depend upon the specific type of the application. In a number of hardcopy data embedding applications, data hiding techniques are particularly attractive because data is embedded within the content and readily incorporated in existing infrastructure. Furthermore, several hardcopy applications mandate high capacity and automated (as opposed to visual, for instance) extraction of the data from a scan of the printed image [17] .
From a technical standpoint, adapting a data hiding scheme to the channel characteristics can offer significant performance improvements in terms of robustness and embedding rates [18] . This viewpoint indicates that hardcopy data hiding schemes that aim at high embedding rates and robustness to the print-scan process must specifically adapt to the characteristics of the print-scan channel distortion. The key component of the printing process is a bit-depth reduction step called digital halftoning which produces an illusion of continuous tone (contone) by trading off amplitude resolution for spatial resolution [19] [20] [21] . Halftone images are typically binary images in which each pixel is either on or off, determining whether ink/toner is deposited on the pixel or not, respectively. Several different halftoning algorithms are utilized in practice and choices among these are made based upon the characteristics of the physical 1 printing process employed in the printer [20] [21] [22] . For the hardcopy data hiding problem, the channel distortions are intimately tied to the nature of the halftoning algorithm.
In this paper, we propose a method for data hiding in images printed using clustered-dot halftoning, which is the primary 1 The halftoning is actually performed prior to the physical printing process. In our description, we will either include the halftoning within the printing step or consider it as a separate preprocessing stage. Thus, when we refer to the print-scan process, it may include or exclude the halftoning step. Our meaning will, however, be clear based upon context. halftoning technique employed in electrophotographic and lithographic printing systems. In addition to the distortion introduced in the binarization process, fidelity requirements for the halftone images, local geometric distortion inherent in printing, global rotation and scaling introduced in the scanning process, variations in absolute device responsivity for the printer-scanner combination, and noise due to other causes pose significant challenges in our application scenario. We address these challenges, while maintaining the requirements of automated detection and high capacity, by proposing a novel framework that incorporates several innovations. First, we perform the embedding jointly with the halftoning, emphasizing image fidelity in the process and, if necessary, sacrificing the capability to recover individual data values from even the digitally generated binary halftone images. We accomplish this by utilizing analytical halftone threshold functions that are independently modulated within each halftone cell based upon a corresponding data value to be embedded within the cell. In halftone cells where the image fidelity requirements permit flexibility, by our design, the modulation generates elliptically shaped halftone dots whose orientations are determined by the data value embedded in the corresponding cell. In other halftone cells, the effect of the modulation is dominated by the image fidelity mandates, resulting in erasures and errors in the data embedded in the digital halftone images, even prior to printing. To overcome these and other sources of errors, we propose a suitable data detection and error control methodology that uses image moments as detection statistics for inferring dot orientation within individual cells and an image gray-level dependent characterization of the print-scan channel that enables effective soft decoding. In order to recover from the deleterious effects of geometric distortion inherent in the print-scan process, we also propose a useful two stage methodology that exploits the periodic halftone structure to recover from global rotation and scaling and additionally incorporates a novel decision directed synchronization technique that allows us to overcome local geometric distortion introduced in the printing process.
In the existing literature, several techniques have been presented for data hiding in printed images. The methods proposed for data hiding in hardcopy images can be grouped into two main categories. The methods in the first category embed data in a contone (e.g., 256-level gray scale) image using a method intended to achieve robustness to a generic print-scan process [11] , [23] [24] [25] . These methods do not adapt to the particular channel characteristics in the embedding stage and therefore, the print-scan channel appears as a rather severe distortion that adversely affects detection robustness and data rates. Applications for these methods are therefore, limited to low capacity applications such as document authentication and integrity verification. Methods in the second category exploit particular printing characteristics (e.g., halftoning) for embedding and, hence, offer greater potential for embedding. A majority of the pre-existing methods in the later category rely on visual detection of the embedded data [9] , [12] , [15] , [26] , [27] . These methods embed text or other visual patterns that are imperceptible in the printed images but become apparent in the detection process, e.g., by overlaying a predesigned binary pattern on the hardcopy print. While this is useful for some applications such as document authentication, copyright management and entertainment/novelty imaging, other applications such as meta data embedding, document tracking in workflows and encrypted data embedding can only be enabled by automated data recovery. A joint halftoning and watermarking scheme that allows automated detection was proposed in [28] . The method is applicable for dispersed dot halftone printing systems and embeds a single spread spectrum watermark (0-bit watermark) by employing a search over several candidate halftone patterns, in a manner similar to direct binary search [29] . The search makes the method too slow for real-time printing applications. Real-time joint halftoning and embedding methods for high-rate information embedding in error diffused halftone images used in inkjet printers have also been proposed [30] , [31] . Techniques that select from a plurality of dispersed dot (stochastic) screens [32] could also potentially be adapted for data hiding. Though practical, these schemes do not extend to the large volume of prints generated with clustered dot halftones on electrophotographic and lithographic printers-a gap that our work fills.
We also note that for halftone data hiding a number of methods have also been proposed that do not consider the print-scan channel or consider an ideal channel free from distortions [33] , [34] . These methods are, however, not robust to the distortions inherent in the print-scan process and therefore, address the rather limited class of applications where halftone images are preserved and used in electronic rather than printed format. Alternatively, the idealized print models they assume, would apply at rather low resolution with attendant loss of image quality.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the halftone print channel characteristics and motivates our data hiding scheme. In Section III, we introduce the proposed data hiding scheme via halftone orientation modulation. Section IV describes data recovery from scanned images and the probabilistic print-scan channel model. Channel coding to counter errors and erasures is described in Section V. Experimental characterization of the perceptibility of embedding distortions, and practically achievable embedding rates and bit error probabilities are presented in Section VI. Section VII highlights several key aspects of the proposed framework. Section VIII concludes the paper by summarizing our main findings.
II. OVERVIEW
Halftoning is widely used in most printers and constitutes the primary distortion for hardcopy data hiding. In this section, we therefore, summarize halftone data hiding channel characteristics and give an overview of the overall proposed scheme motivated by these characteristics. Fig. 1 illustrates a halftone data hiding and recovery process where the contone image and the message constitute the inputs to the encoder. The halftoning and embedding processes produce a halftoned image that: (a) visually approximates the original image , and (b) carries the message data . The halftone image is then printed and the decoder attempts to recover the embedded data from a scan of the printed image. In practice, data embedding can be performed prior to, after, or concurrently with halftoning. In the first case, the halftone print channel appears as a rather severe distortion that hiding technique must overcome. If the embedding is performed after halftoning, on the other hand, ensuring acceptable image quality is challenging because the image is already in a binarized representation. Methods that perform embedding and halftoning jointly are, therefore, typically preferable when this is feasible.
Halftone data hiding channels exhibit several interesting characteristics.
1) The goal in halftone data hiding is to recover the embedded data from a scan of the printed image. As such, in most applications a malicious adversary is nonexistent. The "print-scan" channel and inadvertent distortions, however, already pose a significant challenge for data extraction. 2) Considering the set of visually pleasing halftone images that only satisfy the first of the two requirements outlined previously, some useful observations can be made about the halftone data hiding channel capacity. First, the discrete nature of the halftone process ensures that there are a large but finite number of halftoned images. From this large set, only a small subset will provide a perceptually acceptable representation of the original contone image. Even in the absence of any constraint for watermark detection the cardinality of this set defines a limit on the capacity of the halftone channel. 3) We also note that the capacity of the data-hiding channel can be bounded above by the entropy of the available halftone configurations. While this characterization is intractable for complete images, some useful observations can be made with regard to the local embedding capacity for different image regions. First observe that, in purely black and white regions of the cover image, the capacity is zero since there is only one configuration for the halftones in these regions. Furthermore, for regions with close to 50% halftone area coverage, again the capacity is rather small since the number of acceptable halftone configurations in these regions are small. For the specific case of clustered-dot halftones, typically only two differently phased checkerboard configurations are acceptable in the region of 50% area coverage and thus these regions have essentially a single bit capacity (over the relatively large regions that may have this area coverage). 4) The spatial variation in the contone image can also limit the available halftone configurations. In relatively smooth regions of the cover image, there is considerable flexibility in the choice of local halftone configuration yielding a higher upper bound on capacity. On the other hand, in the busy image regions, typically there is lesser flexibility in the choice of halftone configuration due to image fidelity considerations and concurrently a smaller capacity. In an extreme scenario, if the input image pixels assume random binary values, the halftone image is completely predetermined leaving rather limited flexibility for embedding. 2 5) Based upon the preceding observations, informed embedding 3 for the halftone channel attempts to shape the spatial distribution of the embedded signal power to concentrate the power in smooth regions that are not close to critical gray-levels (i.e., shadows, highlights and 50% area coverage) since those regions provide considerable flexibility in the choice of the local halftone configuration. Thus, informed embedding for the halftone channel makes departure from conventional multimedia data embedding where watermark power is mostly concentrated in relatively busy regions [35] . 6) In the absence of additional print-scan distortions, in smooth regions of the cover image, the halftone data hiding channel behaves like an erasure channel. For example, as indicated earlier, any data hidden in pure black and white regions will be erased even in the absence of any noise. In the presence of varying image content and print-scan noise, this leads to both errors and erasures at the receiver. In order to correct these erasures and errors, a solution based upon error and erasure correcting codes is required. Motivated by these characteristics we propose a halftone data embedding method. Fig. 2 illustrates an overview of the overall proposed scheme. Here denotes the message bits to be embedded and the cover image in which the data is to be embedded is denoted by . In order to allow error recovery at the receiver, the channel encoder introduces redundancy in the message producing the coded data . Using the cover image and the coded data, the operations of halftoning and data embedding are performed jointly in order to minimize the impact on image quality. The resulting image is printed and at the receiver a scan of the hardcopy image is obtained. Detection statistics are obtained from the scanned image in the form of image moments and an estimate of the local gray-level. These are utilized by the channel decoder to obtain an estimate of the transmitted message, either via soft decoding that utilizes a statistical model for the channel or via hard decoding. We describe the individual system elements in detail in the following sections.
III. DATA HIDING VIA HALFTONE ORIENTATION MODULATION
The first system element in Fig. 2 consists of the channel encoder. In combination with the channel decoder this encoder provides error and erasure recovery functionality. Since the coding is motivated by the remainder of the channel, we defer a discussion of the coding framework to Section V after we have described the basic data embedding and extraction methodology. In the rest of this section, we present our embedding method and detection of the embedded data from the halftoned image in the absence of "physical print-scan distortion."
A. Embedding Data in Halftone Orientation
We propose embedding data in clustered halftone dots by modulating the halftone-dot orientation. Specifically, we exploit the flexibility in the choice of halftone configuration by generating elliptically shaped halftone-dots oriented in various directions and embedding the data in the choice of a particular orientation. Fig. 3(a) shows the binary modulation in a constant image where dots are oriented in vertical and horizontal directions. Fig. 3 (c) illustrates 4-ary case where a dot is oriented along horizontal, vertical and diagonal ( 45 degree) directions, i.e., each orientation may be thought of as representing a 4-ary symbol value. As is the case for halftones in general, at typical printing resolution and viewing distances a human observer perceives the spatial average of the halftone as a uniform region as shown in Fig. 3(b) .
The most common technique for generating clustered halftone dots is based upon screening [19] , [36] . The contone image is compared with a periodic threshold function . The threshold function is typically specified as a periodic array of threshold values for a given dot shape, printer addressability, and screen frequency. Designing the threshold function analytically, on the other hand, provides flexibility in choosing halftone parameters and other dot characteristics (e.g., phase [26] ). Such a function is defined by Pellar [37] , [38] for images taking values over the interval as (1) where and represent the frequencies along the horizontal axis and vertical axis , respectively. Though Pellar threshold function offers flexibility in the choice of screen frequency, it has a limitation on the dot shape and can only produce symmetrically shaped halftone dots. We, therefore, modify the Pellar threshold function in such a way that it allows us to generate elliptical dots oriented along one of the orthogonal and axis. 4 The modified Pellar threshold function is expressed as (2) where and are parameters that control the dot shape and denotes the signum function, i.e. between and on the other hand increases the ellipticity of the halftone-dot. 5 If is greater than , the dot is elliptical with a major axis oriented along vertical direction and when is larger the dot has its major axis oriented along the horizontal axis. The function in (1) is periodic and for the 2-D tiling of the plane defined by the rectangular cells , , is uniformly zero at the cell boundaries. The same is true of in (2) for any fixed and . As a consequence, if a data symbol is embedded in each of the afore-mentioned cells by modulating the values of and over the cell based upon the value of the data symbol, no discontinuities are introduced at the cell boundaries. Specifically binary embedding can be accomplished by defining and modulating and over the cell based upon the corresponding bit for embedding if and (4) if (5) so that the "major axis" of the elliptical dot is oriented horizontally for bit values of 1 and vertically for bit values of 0. The dot-orientation modulation can be generalized to other directions by performing a rotation of the coordinate axes. Specifically, for a counterclockwise rotation of the coordinate axes by can be found as and .
represents the rotation angle of the coordinate system. For example, the coordinate transform with gives rise to a halftone dot oriented in direction when is larger than . For -ary embedding scenario, we set and . The choice of and ensures that comparing a constant 5 At critical gray-levels i.e regions close to purely black, purely white or 50% area coverage ellipticity of the dot is negligible regardless of and and, hence, no variations in orientation are seen at these gray-levels despite the modulation.
gray-level image with threshold function results in a dot oriented along horizontal direction in the absence of a coordinate transform. We select different orientation directions as corresponding to symbols , . In order to embed symbol our embedding strategy performs coordinate transform with the angle . It then generates an elliptical halftone dot whose "major axis" makes an angle with the horizontal axis by comparing the contone image against the threshold function. The halftone image is then obtained as follows:
Our embedding method can be categorized as informed embedding since it incorporates the cover image knowledge, i.e., local gray-level in data embedding process. The local gray-level dependence of data embedding is illustrated in Fig. 5 . While the dot orientation is noticeably distinguishable at gray-levels close to 25% or 75% area coverage, it is almost negligible in highlights, shadows and midtones. Data embedded at these graylevels can be treated as erasures at the encoder and will be addressed by erasure and error correcting codes.
The spatial variation of embedding robustness depending upon the local cover image gray-level is also illustrated in the signal constellation of 4-ary orientation modulation shown in Fig. 6 . In essence, the proposed modulation technique can be thought as an instantiation of both amplitude modulation (AM) and phase modulation (PM). The dot orientation is the parameter controlled by the modulation but the "robustness" of the dot orientation depends upon the local cover image gray-level. For example, in shadows, highlights and midtones the effective signal energy for the modulation is small whereas at gray-levels close to 25% and 75% area coverage it is significantly higher. At each gray-level, the dot orientation is quantized to modulate the message to be embedded which can be thought as phase modulation with an amplitude determined by the gray-level of the cover image.
B. Orientation Detection
We first consider detection of the dot-orientation in an idealized setting where the scanned image directly corresponds to the halftone image without "physical print-scan distortion." In the perfectly synchronized and noiseless 6 scenario, we estimate the embedded data based upon statistically motivated image moments that capture orientation. We calculate image moments along every orientation direction utilized by the modulation process at the encoder, 7 obtaining an dimensional feature vector from the high dimensional received signal corresponding to the scan image values over pixel locations lying in a halftone cell . Specifically, within a halftone cell , image moments are calculated as (7) where represents the abscissa in a coordinate system that is rotated counter-clockwise by an angle with respect to the image and represents the corresponding coordinate for the center of mass of the cell (in the rotated space). In the two orientation modulation case with , , represents the center of mass over the halftone cell and represents the image moments about the center of mass along and directions, respectively. In this case for uniform noncritical regions (see Sections II and III-A), indicates a horizontally oriented dot at a vertically oriented dot. More generally, the maximum moment indicates the dot orientation. Note that detection of the embedded data in the perfectly synchronized and noiseless case represents an oversimplified scenario. In essence, embedded data is exposed to interference from cover image and print-scan process that introduces geometric distortion and gray-level dependent noise.
IV. DATA RECOVERY FROM SCANNED IMAGES
In this section, we describe the recovery of the embedded data after the halftone image goes through the print-scan process. The print-scan process introduces two kinds of distortion: 1) Global as well as local geometric distortions, and 2) noise introduced in printing/scanning. The receiver proceeds by first "undoing" (or compensating for) the geometric transformations in order to synchronize, and performs detection based upon the noise modeling of the resulting synchronized but noisy channel, which shows significant input gray-level dependence for the reasons we previously described.
A. Geometric Distortion Compensation
The effect of geometric print-scan distortions is illustrated in Fig. 7 in the relative spacing between the dashed (red) lines illustrate the printer geometric distortion. 9 As is well known in digital halftoning, clustered-dot halftones exhibit periodicity. This periodicity in turn can be exploited to compensate for the global geometric distortion. We note that this has been exploited in previous work as well [25] . The underlying principle is to approximate the halftone pattern as a 2-D impulse train, and look for corresponding peaks in the Fourier transform of the scanned image. Fig. 8(a) shows a zoomed-in view of a cropped region from a scanned image with rotation and Fig. 8(b) shows the Fourier transform of the image. In the Fourier transform, peaks corresponding to the halftone period are clearly seen. The location of these peaks provides a fairly accurate estimate of the global rotation introduced in the scanning as well as the periodicity of halftone-dots.
Local geometric distortions are more challenging. Due to local perturbations in the printing process, slight deviations may occur in the periodicity of the halftone dots. In order to compensate for these, we propose to use a technique analogous to decision directed synchronization, which is widely used in digital communications [40] . That is, when proceeding from top-to-bottom and left-to-right row-wise, we exploit the knowledge of previously decoded halftone dots (left and upper neighbors, specifically) to estimate the location of the halftone dot to be decoded next. Because of the periodicity of the halftoning process, the center of mass of the previous dot helps estimate the center of mass of the next halftone dot.
B. Maximum Moment Detection
We develop an intuitively motivated, albeit heuristic detection method called as maximum moment detection. As the name suggests, the detection strategy is based upon computing image moments along all candidate orientations and selecting the orientation corresponding to the dominant moment. That is, the index of the detected orientation is given as (8) Fig. 9 illustrates the data extraction process with the proposed maximum moment detection. First, global synchronization is achieved via Fourier transform analysis and then local distortion compensation and moment extraction are performed simultaneously. Finally, the orientation is detected based upon the rule in (8). 9 In fact, the well known random-bending Stirmark attack [39] was originally created to emulate print-scan.
C. Channel Modeling and Maximum Likelihood Detection
The maximum moment detection criterion criterion in the previous subsection does not come with any optimality guarantees. Next, we develop a detection criterion which is optimal in the maximum likelihood (ML) sense. This entails a probabilistic modeling of the additive noise channel component of the print-scan process.
Before we describe our channel model, note that the detection accuracy inherently shows a strong dependence upon two aspects of the local cover image content: 1) local gray-level and 2) local entropy or variance. This is demonstrated in Fig. 10(b)-(g) . These figures show zoomed versions of local regions in the scanned image. The original image in which data embedding was performed is shown in Fig. 10(a) . The regions of the cover image, to which Fig. 10(b) -(g) correspond, are indicated by the alphabetic labels in Fig. 10(a) .
Note first, that the regions where the cover image is purely white, no detection is possible as the only possible output binary halftone configuration is also pure white. As is intuitively clear, detection of embedded data is still hard when the image content is close to white as illustrated in Fig. 10(d) . Likewise, in regions where the cover image is black, the halftone outputs are completely black allowing no detection. Finally, in mid-gray regions of the cover image that correspond to close to 50% halftone area coverage, the printed halftones take form a checker-board pattern [ Fig. 10(e) ] rendering orientation based detection useless. This impact of the gray-level of the cover image on the orientation modulation embedding channel can also be formalized in terms of a gray-level dependent characterization of the channel capacity that we have performed in related recent work [41] .
Second, detection accuracy also varies significantly with the entropy of local cover image regions. If the image region is close to constant, well formed elliptical dots can be seen in the scan. However, for a high complexity region, halftoning maintains faithfulness to cover image detail and the extracted moments struggle to capture orientation information as is illustrated in Fig. 10(f) and (g).
To incorporate this peculiar dependence of the print-scan noise channel on the local cover image content, we propose a corresponding statistical model expressed in the form of the conditional density function , where received (extracted) moments are conditioned on the local cover gray-level , local cover image variance and, orientations along different directions , .
1) Marginalization Over Variance:
We note that it constitutes a practically hard task to construct a channel model which includes conditioning on the local variance. This is because the estimated local image variance from a scan of the printed image can differ significantly from that of the original contone cover image. This is because the image is binarized through digital halftoning before printing.
In order to simplify the channel model, instead of , we use only the marginal conditional density function where shows the probability density function of variance conditioned on the local gray-level and orientations along different directions , . We thus eliminate the channel dependence upon the local cover image variance . Fig. 11 illustrates our resulting channel model.
2) Channel Characterization:
We next focus on the mathematical characterization of the orientation modulation channel. In particular, we focus on the binary or two orientation case due to the limitations that practical printing systems introduce. The printing process inherently introduces directional distortion. When this distortion is coupled with arbitrary orientation modulation, unintended and undesirable variation may occur in the average gray-level of the printed halftone image. The variation in average gray-level gets harsher as the dot-orientation is quantized finer. Since the preservance of the average gray-level is the fundamental image fidelity criterion for halftone images, we limit the dot-orientation to two orthogonally oriented directions. While many sets of two orthogonal orientations are possible, for notational convenience we'll describe the modeling for vertically and horizontally oriented elliptical halftone dots.
Finding an analytical description for the multidimensional density function , especially in the absence of physically inspired model, constitutes a hard task. To make the problem tractable, we assume conditional independence given by (9) We validate this assumption experimentally by observing the 2 2 covariance matrices of the received random vector conditioned on , for several gray-levels. In the Appendix we show that these matrices are close to diagonal justifying our assumption that are approximately 10 conditionally independent. The simplified probabilistic model of the binary orientation modulation is shown in Fig. 12 .
Based upon the aforementioned argument, it suffices to model the (marginal) conditional densities of the observed moments . For tractability, we further approximate these conditional densities by parameterizing them in terms of the exponential power density family [42] given by (10) where is the mean, and and are the scale and shape parameters of the distribution. For the density corresponds to the Laplacian distribution and for it becomes the Gaussian distribution with variance . We estimate the distribution parameters from the experimental data by using an ML estimator. 11 For our experimental set-up (see details in Section VI), Fig. 13 illustrates the statistical channel conditional distributions in regions with requested halftone coverage corresponding to highlights (4%), midtones (40%), and a level approximately midway between these (20%) that is embedding friendly. For the embedding friendly level, the distributions for two orthogonal modulated halftone dot orientations are well-separated from each other, but they overlap significantly in highlights and midtones, which indicates that the channel model captures the graylevel dependence of the halftone modulation data hiding channel.
3) ML Detection:
Based upon the probabilistic channel model, an ML detector is constructed as (11) (12) Fig. 14 summarizes the maximum likelihood detection based upon exploiting the probabilistic channel model.
V. CHANNEL CODING AND DECODING FOR ERASURE AND ERROR CORRECTION
As already noted in Section III-A, certain critical gray-levels (pure white, black, 50% gray and near-by intensity levels) are ill-suited for embedding/detection and introduce erasures at the encoder. Furthermore, interference from the cover image and other print-scan distortions cause additional errors and erasures. To realize a practical system, we therefore employ error correction codes (ECC). We consider two code families, viz. convolutional codes and Repeat Accumulate (RA) codes [44] , [45] .
A. Coding With Convolutional Codes
The motivation for the choice of convolutional codes is twofold. The first reason is good codes with low/moderate complexity are known for a variety of rates [46] , [47] . The second 11 When only mixtures corresponding to randomly embedded values are observed, the Expectation-Maximization algorithm [43] may be used instead.
reason is that the merit of the probabilistic channel model can be clearly demonstrated for these codes by contrasting soft and hard decoding.
Convolutional codes are well known and detailed descriptions of these may be found in standard digital communication texts [40] , [48] . A convolutional code is generated by passing the binary information sequence to be transmitted through a linear finite-stage shift register that utilizes input bits at each step, along with the available history of past inputs, to generate encoded bits, yielding a code rate of . The wide variety of convolutional codes [46] , [47] with many different code rates and constraint lengths make them a particularly attractive choice for illustrating different aspects of system performance.
B. Repeat-Accumulate (RA) Coding
The choice of RA codes was motivated by their simplicity, flexibility in choice of rate, and near-capacity performance for additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and erasure channels [44] , [45] . Additionally, these codes handle the erasures at the encoder rather well, and like convolutional codes provide flexibility to vary the rate through a change of the repetition parameter. As shown in Fig. 15 , an RA encoder is composed of three stages. An information block of length is repeated times, scrambled by a random interleaver of size , and then encoded by a rate 1 accumulator. The rate of the RA code is and is readily changed simply by changing the repetition factor .
C. Channel Decoding
Maximum likelihood decoding of convolutional codes can be achieved by the Viterbi algorithm [49] which allows for both hard and soft decoding. Approximate maximum aposteriori probability (MAP) decoding for RA codes is accomplished using belief propagation [50] for iterative decoding.
1) Hard Decoding:
The hard decoding process is a concatenation of "ML detection" as described in Section IV-C followed by classical error correction decoding. This is illustrated in Fig. 16 . The ML detector makes a decision on the embedded data by estimating the local gray-level and the image moments over each halftone cell and using these estimates in the probabilistic channel model according to (12) to estimate the bit embedded in the cell. Error correction decoding is then performed by using the resulting estimates of the encoded bits, collectively.
2) Soft Decoding: As is evident here, and also well known from classical communications, hard decoding does not fully exploit the knowledge of the probabilistic channel model. Soft decoding can offer performance improvements by propagating the knowledge of the channel as a soft measure to the error correction decoder. This is illustrated in Fig. 17 . For both convolutional and RA codes, the soft measure used in decoding is the log likelihood given by for (13) where contains the image moments along different directions computed within the halftone cell as indicated in Section IV and is the estimate of the local gray-level obtained as the average of the pixel intensity values within the halftone cell. 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We implemented our proposed halftone image data hiding scheme and the associated decoding method and evaluated its performance experimentally utilizing a print-scan channel consisting of a electrophotographic printer and a desktop scanner. A randomly generated bit stream was used as the message data in our experiments. This data was encoded utilizing the encoder for the error correction code in consideration (either convolutional or RA). The resulting coded data and a target cover image served as the input to a module which jointly performed the halftoning and the data-embedding operations. In our work, we utilized an orthogonal clustered dot halftone tiling with a frequency of 75 cells per inch and a 45 orientation 12 and choose and for modulating the halftone spot. The resulting halftone image (with data embedded in the orientation) was printed on the electrophotographic printer, which had an addressability of 2400 dots per inch (dpi). The resulting print was scanned on a desktop scanner with a 1200 dpi resolution. Global synchronization was performed by utilizing the periodic grid of the halftones and geometric distortion in the printing process was accounted for via decision directed local synchronization (as described in Section IV-A). Post-synchronization, the estimate of the average gray-level in the halftone cell was obtained and image moments along the potential embedding directions, were computed as indicated in Section III-B.
The print-scan channel was first characterized by utilizing a set of training images, from which the parameters for the statistical channel model of Section IV-C were obtained. The system performance was then evaluated by utilizing an independent corpus of twenty-four test images as the contone cover images. The images were chosen to represent diversity of content and are shown in Fig. 21 for the purpose of illustration. The printed size of each image was 8 8 inches and a total of 414,960 symbols were embedded in the resulting printed image.
In the following, we present the results of experiments addressing the two main requirements of data hiding viz. perceptibility of the embedding changes and error performance for data embedding and decoding, with and without the error control coding.
A. Perceptibility of Embedding Changes
We conducted a psychophysical experiment to evaluate the impact of orientation modulation on the printed image quality. 13 From among the images in Fig. 21 , fifteen contone images with varying content were selected. For each image, a pair of halftone prints was generated, with one print incorporating the orientation modulation based data embedding and the other print having no orientation modulation. The latter print utilized the Pellar halftone spot function ( in (2)) and linearization of the halftones was performed independently for the two cases. Fifteen observers were then engaged in a pairwise comparison task, where each subject was asked to indicate his/her preference for one of the prints in a pair after viewing the prints from viewing distance of approximately 10 inches. The order 13 Note that common image quality measures are of little assistance in our setting. Particularly, mean-squared error metrics for the embedding distortion, that are often used for the multimedia embedding scenario are less meaningful in the halftone channel, where it is well known that the pixel-wise thresholding provides the lowest mean squared error but rather poor visual quality. of the prints and their arrangements in pairs were randomized prior to presentation in order to eliminate systematic bias due to other factors. The results of the experiment are summarized in Fig. 18 where the heights of the bars indicate the fraction of observers that indicated a preference in favor of the print with the orientation modulation based embedding. The results for each individual image and the averaged results over the full set of images are both included in the figure. The average results indicate that observers preferred the prints with the orientation modulation 47% (7/15 th) of the time on average. That is, roughly half the time the print with the data embedded was judged preferable by the observers, thereby implying that the embedding causes almost no perceptual degradation.
Due to the small number of observers, a greater variability is seen in the results for individual images though they are still in agreement with our conclusion. The results demonstrate that our method of data embedding concurrently with halftoning meets its goal of maintaining a high image quality despite a relatively high data embedding rate (of one bit per halftone cell).
B. Detection Performance Without Error Correction
The performance of the orientation based halftone data embedding and the image moment based detection was first evaluated over the print-scan channel in the absence of error control coding. 14 For this purpose, we evaluate symbol error rates for the "modulation subsystem" of our framework, i.e the symbol error rates for a detector operating on the image moments at the output of the "synchronization, moment extraction and local image gray-level estimation" block in Fig. 2 when comparing against the symbols that form the input for the "Halftoning and data embedding" block (in Fig. 2) . Furthermore, we first consider the performance for spatially constant (viz. uniform gray-level) images as a function of gray-level and then consider the performance for more typical images encountered in practice.
For the case of embedding using two orientations, (i.e., one bit per halftone cell) Fig. 19(a) plots the practically observed bit error rate (BER) as a function of gray-level. Plots are provided for both maximum moment detection and ML detection using the statistical channel model. Not surprisingly error rates are lower when ML detection is employed. Remarkably though the improvements are small indicating that the, intuitively motivated and fast, maximum moment detection does not sacrifice optimality with respect to ML detection. We similarly obtain symbol error rates (SER) for 4-ary modulation, or embedding using four orientations. These are plotted in Fig. 19(b) . Because we characterized the channel only for the binary case, 15 here only the results corresponding to the maximum moment detector are reported. As is evident from both Fig. 19(a) and (b) , data embedded in gray-levels ranging from 30 to 115 and from 135 to 215 can be recovered with a reasonable BER and SER. (A gray-level of 0 denotes black while 255 represents white.) This variation of BER/SER as a function of gray-level shows the dependence of the print-scan channel on the input gray-level. Further, the results corroborate intuition: gray-levels close to pure white, pure black and midtones (approximately 50%) do not allow halftone configurations that are distinguishable at the receiver and therefore exhibit high error rates (close to random guessing performance in each of the cases).
Next, we similarly obtain error rates in the case of embedding in more "realistic" images. We use four images from the Kodak database [51] : a) Eiffel (tower), b) Fraumunster (cathedral), c) Schwangau (church), and d) Windmill, which are shown in Fig. 21(a)-(d) , respectively. For image quality reasons, binary orientation modulation was used for embedding. We also examine the impact of scanner resolution in this setting. Table I summarizes the BER performance for scan resolutions ranging from 600 to 1500 dpi. From the results, we see that our choice of 1200 dpi is adequate: higher resolutions offer minimal benefit whereas lower resolutions increase the BER significantly. For a 1200 dpi resolution, we also compare the maximum moment and ML detection modes in Table I . As before, the use of ML detection offers an improvement, albeit a small one.
C. Detection Performance With Error Correction Coding
As indicated earlier, convolutional codes and RA codes were utilized in our experiments. In each case we used a rate codes for different values of . A randomly generated message was encoded using the suitable encoder in each case and the corresponding decoder was employed at the receiving end.
1) Performance Using Convolutional Codes: Rate convolutional codes were used for , 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, and 14. The codes used in our experiments are among the best codes known with low constraint lengths [46] , [47] . Fig. 20 shows the hard and soft decoding BER results as a function of code rate for two sample images from the Kodak database [51] . From the figure, it is evident that soft decoding based upon the print-scan channel model significantly improves the error correction decoder performance yielding lower BERs than the hard decoding. The BER values are not exceptionally low because convolutional codes are not well-suited for the compensation of the erasures that occur at critical gray-levels though they do serve to clearly demonstrate the value of our statistical channel modeling.
2) Performance Using RA Codes: In order to determine (operational) error-free embedding rates achieved by our method, we employ RA codes that perform near capacity in AWGN and erasure channels [45] and are therefore well suited to our scenario where cover image dependence can cause erasures and errors.
We evaluate the performance over several images with varying content as illustrated in Fig. 21 . Because the print-scan channel exhibits a strong dependence upon the cover image content, we varied data rates to be embedded so as to achieve error free decoding. In each case, we were able to successfully extract the embedded data from the scans of the images. We determine that a code rate of 1/4 allows for error free decoding for images shown in Fig. 21(a)-(t) . 16 This rate therefore provides an empirical lower bound on data hiding capacity, that is 0.25 bits per halftone cell.
VII. DISCUSSION
Several aspects of our framework are worthy of additional remarks. 1) In halftone data hiding, embedding in orientation has the inherent advantage of low embedding distortion because a change of dot orientation does not change the average graylevel, which is the fundamental quantity that halftoning preserves. Furthermore, unlike methods that embed information in the image amplitude (or gray-level) the orientation embedding is relatively robust against gray-level modifications encountered in imaging systems such as the tone adjustment transformations that are commonly utilized in printing and scanning systems.
2) The error-free embedding rates achieved by our framework vary with printer/scanner resolution and screen frequency. Clearly the embedding rate of our method scales with the halftone frequency. The choice of screen frequency is normally correlated with the printer resolution since high frequency screens with low print resolution translate to inadequate number of graylevels [52] yielding poor image quality. Screens that offer a reasonable number of graylevels usually also offer sufficient flexibility in orientation modulation to enable data hiding. The scanner resolution should be chosen sufficiently high to ensure that adequate detail is captured for detecting the orientation modulation. Usually a scan resolution that is an order of magnitude higher than the haftone frequency is adequate though higher resolution can offer small improvements as shown by our results in Table I . 3) Our embedding strategy based upon halftone-dot orientation modulation has similarities with the data encoding method called DataGlyphs [6] , [7] . The main difference between the proposed method and DataGlyphs is that the proposed method is a data hiding technique and concedes embedding robustness in favor of cover image fidelity in regions (i.e., high entropy regions and at critical gray-levels) where these two goals conflict with each other. DataGlyphs on the other hand, exercise the tradeoff in the other direction and therefore are closer to data-encoding rather than data hiding approaches. The second difference emerges from the detection algorithms. In contrast with our strategy of utilizing image moments for detection and error correction along with local and global geometric distortion compensation, DataGlyphs use a heuristic correlation based detection algorithm where the scanned image is binarized and then local blocks are correlated with possible binary patterns used for embedding after globally synchronizing with the scan. While this detection strategy compensates for global geometric distortions such as global rotation and scaling, it does not consider local geometric perturbations, which become more pronounced when smaller embedding cells are used to obtain higher rates. In our experimental setting, local displacements due to geometric distortions often exceed half the halftone cell size-scenarios under which a global approach to synchronization would fail catastrophically. 4) Though our framework offers excellent performance in terms of low distortion and high achievable (error free) rates, these benefits do levy a cost in terms of tradeoffs. The method is only applicable for clustered-dot halftoning methods and is not applicable for dispersed dot halftones that are extensively used in inkjet printing. Furthermore, since the embedding is performed jointly with halftoning, unlike methods that embed robustly in the contone domain and treat the print-scan process as (severe) distortion, the method relies on the ability to accurately control the printing of the cover image-which may be restrictive in some applications. 5) Our scheme can be categorized as informed embedding scheme [18] since it uses the host signal in the mapping from the message (binary symbol) to the mark (orientation) space giving priority to image quality in the process. Further, it is a quantization based embedding where the quantization is done in the various possible elliptical orientations, e.g., horizontal (0 degree), vertical (90 degree), diagonal ( 45 degree) orientations etc. Despite the similarities, many characteristics of our proposed scheme make departures from classical results. As an example, in the proposed data hiding scheme, constant or low-entropy regions of the (contone) cover image are better suited for embedding and detection. The proposed method, unlike several of the pre-existing alternatives, achieves both robustness to electrophotographic-printing (and scanning) and automated data extraction. 6) Our methodology raises the bar for hardcopy data hiding methods, providing operational rates that compare favorably with 2-D barcodes. We demonstrate that in a typical image we can embed 202 bytes per square inch, which enables various high-rate hardcopy data hiding applications that would otherwise be infeasible [17] . This is roughly 1/7 th the rate for the Data Matrix 2-D barcode [3] and, in our estimate, at least two orders of magnitude higher than prior hardcopy data hiding methods for clustered-dot halftones that consider the print-scan channel as a post embedding distortion.
VIII. CONCLUSION The framework we present in this paper is an effective solution for data hiding in images printed using clustered dot halftones, providing low distortion and automated data recovery with high capacity. Our method for embedding via orientation modulation during the halftoning process enables low distortion albeit at the cost of erasures and errors. A probabilistic characterization of the print-scan process that captures the channel dependence upon the cover image gray-level combined with suitable error control coding enables error free operation at high rates despite the many challenges in this application scenario. Our method makes departures from classical results in that constant and smooth image areas are better suited for embedding via our scheme as opposed to busy or "high entropy" regions. The error free embedding rates achieved by our scheme are higher than those achieved by prior methods for data embedding in clustered-dot halftone prints.
APPENDIX
In Section IV-C-2, we characterize a probabilistic model for the print-scan process which conditions received image moments on input orientations by assuming conditional independence for the multidimensional density functions. We validated this assumption by utilizing a measure that shows the dominance of diagonal entries in the channel covariance matrices. For this purpose, over a collection of estimated 2 2 covariance matrices of the received random image moments conditioned on for several gray-levels, we computed the measure where denotes the Frobenius norm of the matrix and represents a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are identical to those in . The above measure of the relative power of diagonal entries was evaluated over uniformly spaced gray-levels, yielding a numerical value of 0.17 dB. This indicates that the covariance matrices are close to diagonal (the measure is 0 dB for the ideal diagonal case) and justifies our assumption.
